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Splints often are used for seating porch chairs and other types of sturdy
design. They are more adapted for rustic furniture than rush or cane and fit
in well with plain, durable furnishings. Splints were used for seats of chairs
in early colonial times and today they are appropriate for many ladder-back
chairs.

Ash and hickory splints are perhaps the most common. In a country with
plenty of timber there are usually a few people who make a practice of cutting
strips of bark from the trees for chair seating. This bark makes an attractive,
rustic type seat and is very strong. Indian splints, which are long shavings
of wood similar to hickory splints, also may be used.

Frequently flat reed is substituted for splints. It is easier to handle
and is recommended especially where the chairs may be exposed to the weather.

Splints usually are less than 1/8 inch thick. Their width varies from 1
to 1~ inches. They are about 8 feet long, as a rule.

Southern hickory splints usually are hand-cut and are not uniform in width.
Being uneven, however, th~ give the seat a handicraft appearance.

Splints sold commercially come in bundles witn the smooth side usually
rolled to the inside. This smooth side should be kept uppermost when woven in
the seat. Sometimes ash splints need to be restripped before using. Splints
should be soaked in cold witer until pliable --from one-half to not over three-
quarters of an hour. SOme of the splints that are sold commercially and the
flat reed need soaking only a few minutes.

In working with the splint be sure the smooth side is on top and that the
strand is pulled with the grain. This can be determined by bending the splint
between the fingers and noting the way the splinters pick up. Cut botH corners
off the end of the splint which is drawn through in weaving to ~revent the
splints from slivering. ).f" >
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Before the seat is woven, be sure the chair is in good condition. Do all
necessary repair work and strengthen any weak'joints. Refinish the chair if it
needs it.

Tack the end of the splint under the rail on the inside near a corner.
Carry the splint underneath and over the side rail to the opposite side. Bring
it up over the rail and back to the opposite rail. Continue wrapping around the
side rails, keeping the strands as closely together as possible until stretched
from side to side. They completely cover the seat. See Figure 1. Wrapping
may be done from front to back. but where the seat is irregular, the sides will
need to be squared off. Short splints can be put in on the side after the weav-
ing is complete.
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Figure 1 Rails wrapped with warp strands.

A number of patterns may be worked out for splint weaving. Use strips of
black and white paper to tryout designs since they are easier to experiment
with than splints.

After putting in the warp strands, as shown in Figure 1, let them remain
overnight to allow the strands of splint to shrink. After shrinking, they may
be pushed more closely together and more splints added to fill in the spaces
caused by shrinkage. If an antique effect is desired do not add extra splints.

Cut across the grain in "AU to avoid splitting. (Figure 2A) Cut out a
small section through which HB" may be inserted. Notch "8" as shown and join
to "A".
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Figure 2 Ends of splint cut for joining.

Another method of joining is to notch both ends, overlap notches, and wrap
securely with fine wire or strong tWine. (Figure 3A) Have joinings come on the
underside of the seat.

Never end a strand near the front or back since it may loosen if too short.

Figure 3 Notches cut, overlapped and wrapped.

The filling weavers are placed next. The strand of splint is fastened to
the rail the same as for the warp. Begin weaving from front to back. (Figure 4)
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Figure 4 Herringbone pattern. Weaving may begin in the center if desired
and work from right to left.

For herringbone pattern follow these steps:

Strand 1, over 1, under 2, over 2, under 2, and so on.

Strand 2, over 2, under 2, over 2, under 2, and so on.

Strand 3, under 1, over 2, under 2, over 2, and so on.

Strand 4, under 2, over 2, under 2, over 2, and so on.

This completes a unit; repeat until the space is filled. Be sure to weave
the strands closely together as the splint shrinks lengthwise and crosswise.
Fill in the sides with shorter strands, as space permits.

A simple pattern may be woven as follows:
Under 2, over 1, under 2, over 1, and so on.

Under 1, over 1, under 2, over 1, and so on.

Over 2, under 1, over 2, under 1, and so on.

This repeats the pattern. Continue until the space is filled, then fill
in sides. For plain weaving, go over and under every other one. Turn the chair
over to weave on the underside, or pick up the corresponding upper and lower
warp strands at one time.

Splint seats may be preserved by two coats of boiled linseed oil, thinned
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wi th one-third part of turpentine. Brush the mixture into the splints, bot}l top
and bottom. Wipe it. off thoroughly before it becomes thick and gummy. Then
apply a very light coat of thin shellac to seal the oil. If color is desired
to get an old effect, a light coat of umber stain may be applied and rubbed off
to the desired shade before the shellac is used.

Apply the oil and other finish before the seat has a chance to dry out.
Then it will soak into the open pores before the splints can shrink further.

Instructions in Methods
of seat Weaving - H. H. Perkins

Sea t Weav ing - L. Day Perry
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